
Leela Sweeney
Email
hello@leelasweeney.com

Contact
+ 61 400 620 451

Wedsite
www.leelasweeney.com 
Located
Brighton, Melbourne 

Bio
Hight: 170 cm
Hair colour: Blonde

Eye colour: Blue
Weight: 60 kg

Education 
- Batchelor of Education and Training (secondary school 
  teacher)
- Batchelor of Fashion Design 
- New England Girls School

Training 
- 2020 Justin Lehmann Studios Actors core and 
   Meisner Technique - curently attending
- 2020 StageMilk Drama school, 8 week intensive. 
- 2019 NIDA Short Course Introduction to acting 
- 2018 Brave Studios (actors core)

Actress

Special Skills
- Australian Accent
- British Accent
- Southern American Accent.
- Singer
- Horse riding (English and wester)
- Medieval combat on horseback, including archery- Medieval combat on horseback, including archery
- Sword craft
- Archery
- Fashion design and sewing
- Sports (Swimming, running, athletics, boxing)
- Firearms 

A little about me
I am a driven person and dedicate I am a driven person and dedicate 
to my craft as an actress. Being a 
hard worker is an understatement 
when it comes to my personality, I 
have lived a very diverse life and 
experienced many things. Being 
authentic and creating truth in a 
character is an area I excel in. character is an area I excel in. 

I am a bit of an adrenaline junky 
also work as a stunt woman, 
having extensive experience in 
horseback riding (medieval 
combat, horse stunt work), sward 
craft, archery, falls, precision 
driving, water stunts and firearms.

I am quick on my feet and adapt to I am quick on my feet and adapt to 
new environments and direction 
quickly. Some people may say that 
I am quirky and my imagination is 
out there, but creativity comes 
from new ideas and the ability to 
experiment and play. 

I am intrigued by people and how I am intrigued by people and how 
they behave in different situations 
and how circumstances may 
cause them to react. Acting is 
having the ability to understand 
how a character ticks and bringing 
their behaviours to life through 
living truthful in that moment. living truthful in that moment. 

Shorst Film Credits
The Spiral (2020) 
- Lead Role, Tammy (Drama) - Melanie Killingsworths
Tinder (2020)             
 - Supporting Role, Erica (Comedy)  - Scott Pope
Crazy Inlaws (2020)   
- Supproting Role, Kate (Drama) - Melanie Killingsworths- Supproting Role, Kate (Drama) - Melanie Killingsworths

Stage Performance
Kryle Castle (2018 - 2020) 
- Horse Arena Performer, Lady Adeline - Philip Leich 


